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1. Introduction
Let G be a finite group, F an algebraically closed field of characteristic p > 0,
B a block of the group algebra FG and CB the Cartan matrix of B. In [14] we
conjectured that if G is p-solvable, then k(B) < p(B), where k(B) is the number
of ordinary irreducible characters in B and p(E) is the Perron-Frobenius eigenvalue
(i.e. the largest eigenvalue) of CB This conjecture is stronger than the Brauer's k(B)
conjecture i.e. k(B) <\D\, where D is a defect group of B, when G is p-solvable. We
obtained Theorem A in [14] (also see the later page) that is a relation between k(B)
and the Cartan integers of B and in several cases we verified k(B) < p(B) by using
it. Theorem A seems to suggest that if there is a possibility that this conjecture fails,
it might be when diagonal entries of CB are extremely larger than the other entries. In
particular if CB has many zero entries, it could be the case as the group SL(2, p)( see
Example in [14]), because p(B) must be a small value by Lemma 3.1(2) in [5]. So we
are interested in the Cartan matrix of p-solvable groups with many zero entries. When
G is p-closed, actually we have the following examples. Let Epr be an elementary
abelian p-group of order pr. Let p = 3 and G = D8τxE9,G = SiβtxEg, and p=2
and G = Fr^i^E^, where D%,SIQ is a dihedral, semi dihedral group of order 8, 16,
respectively, and Fr^i is a Frobenius group of order 21. The Cartan matrix of these
groups has zero entries.
In this paper by making use of Ninomiya's result [10] we give the Cartan matrix
of a certain class of solvable groups having many zero entries which are p-closed or of
p-length 2, and in these groups the above groups are contained as special cases. Then
we show that the conjecture k(B) < p(B) still holds in these groups.
Let GF(pn) be the finite field with pn elements, A(pn) the additive group of
GF(pn) which is isomorphic to an elementary abelian p-group of order pn, and M(pn)
the multiplicative group of GF(pn) which is isomorphic to a cyclic group of order
pn — 1. Then M(pn) acts on A(pn) by ordinary multiplication a x = ax for a £
M(pn),x G A(pn). Let X(pn) be the affine group of GF(pn) i.e. the semi direct
product M(pn)ιxA(pn) (cf. p.32 in [2]). Then X(pn) is a complete Frobenius group
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whose Frobenius kernel is a Sylow p-subgroup, and it is known that the Cartan matrix
/ 2 1 ... 1 \
C of FX(pn) is of the form C = 1 2 , that is a typical example of
V 1 ... 1 2 /
the group of multiplicity one (see Theorem 4.2 in [7], also see [13] and [12]).
Let < σ > be the Galois group of GF(pn) over GF(p) of order n, then < σ >
naturally acts on X(pn) by σ(ax) = σ(ά)σ(x) for α G M(pn),x € A(pn). So we
denote by G(pn) the semi direct product < σ > ιxX(pn). The group G(pn) is iso-
morphic to the group of affine semi-linear mapping over GF(pn) (see [3], Π.l.lSd,
p.151)
We consider the case n = pq, where q is a prime number different from p. Let
us set G — G(ppq) and denote the subgroup of G isomorphic to X(ppq) by #. Since
Op' (G) and Op/ (#) are trivial, G and Jϊ have only the principal block by a theorem
of Fong ([1, Chap.X, Theorem 1.5 ]).
2. The Cartan matrix of K
Let < σ > be the Galois group of GF(ppq) over GF(p) of order pq, and r = σp
of order q. Let us denote by K =< r > ixΐf a subgroup of G that is a normal
subgroup of G of index p containing H. Let C be a generator of M(ppq) of order
p^-1. Then σ(C) = ζp, as σ is the Frobenius map of GF(pPq) over GF(p). Therefore
Let us set the set of irreducible Brauer characters of H by ΪBτ(H) = \φi \ 0 < i
< pPq — 2}, where φi(ζ) = e* for a primitive pPq — 1 th root 6 of 1 in the complex
number field.
We first calculate irreducible Brauer characters of H fixed by r.
(jf - l)i = 0 (mod ^  - 1)
So there are pP - 1 irreducible Brauer characters of H fixed by r. Therefore remaining
pPq - 1 - (pP - 1) = pPq - p? characters are not r-fixed. We can set jp* - $* = rq for
some positive integer r by a Fermat's theorem. Then we reset
IBr(#) = {^ι,...,^pp_ι,^ιι,...,^ις,...,^ri,...,^rς}, where ψi is r-fixed for
1 < i < jf - 1, and φ^ = φ£ * for 1 < i < r, 1 < j < q.
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Then we have IBτ(K) = {φ
n
,...,
 ψlq,..., </?p P_M,..., φpP-^q, ψl,..., <φr} by
Clifford's theorem, where the restriction ψij](H — ψi to H for any j and the induced
character φ$ = ψi to K for any j (see e.g.[4, Chap. 6, (6.19)Corollary]).
As is stated in section one, the Cartan matrix C(H) of FH is /pP_ι+rς+JpP_1+rς,
where /
s
 is the unit matrix of degree s and J
s
 is the matrix of degree s all of whose
entries are 1. The first pP — 1 columns are indexed by ψ^ ..., φpP-ι, and the next rg
columns are indexed by <p
n
, . . . , <£ l ς,. . ., <£ r l,..., φrq, where r = (^ — ^ /q.
Now since Op' (K) is trivial, K has only the principal block, and the inertial group
of the principal block FH in K is K. We denote the Cartan invariant of K, H by e.g.
c(t/>i, 0j), c(ψi^ψj), respectively.
Lemma l(Ninomiya, Proposition 15 in [10]). Under the above notation, there are
the following relation between the Cartan integers of K and those of H.
(i) c(ψi, ψj) = c(ψn,Φjk) = '' = Σ 5(Ψ*<*> £j'fc) for * < M < r>
k=l k=l
(ii) c(φn,ψj) = ... = c(φiq,ψj) = c(φi,ψji) = ••• = c(ψi,φjq) for 1 < i <
(iii)
Jfe=l
Lemma 2.
for
Cartan matrix C(K) of FK is the following:
21
21
2J
/r H-
r =
 pP9 pP
 , φι means a row . . . , y?j
ς
, ^ means a row ψι,...,ψ
r
, and φ\
1
 is its transpose, respectively. Furthermore I
s
 is the unit matrix of degree s, and J
s
,
J
sxt is the s x 5, s x t matrix all of whose entries are 1, respectively.
Proof. Since H is a normal subgroup of K with index g, we have
q
φij,φik)=2 for 1 < i < & - 1, 1 < j < q,
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k=l
by Lemma 1 (iii). (2.1) shows that c(ψij,φij) = 2 and other entries c(ψij,ψik) = 0
for 1 < j ' ^ A: < g. (2.2) shows that we may take c(ψij,ψij) = 1 and other entries
c(ψij, φik) — 0 for j Φ k. We also have
(2.3) c(φij,ψk) = 1 for l<i<pP-l,l<j<q,l<k<r
by Lemma 1 (ii), and
(2.4) c(fe ψ
s
) =£ c(φ^ φjk) =
k=l ^ **
by Lemma 1 (i). Π
3. The Cartan matrix of G
Let p = σq of order p. Then G =< p > ε<K =< σ > ϊxH. At first we calculate
irreducible Brauer characters of K fixed by p.
Lemma 3. The following are equivalent for 1 < i < pP — 1.
(i) < p i i , . . . , φiq are all p-fixed.
(ii) ψi is p-fixed, in particular ψi is σ-fixed.
Proof, (i) —> (ii). If ψijp = ψij for some j, then ψijp\H = ψij\H Since
Ψϋ
p(ζ) = Ψij(p(Q) = Ψi(p(Q) = V?(0 and
 Ψij(ζ) = φi(ζ), we have tf(ζ) = ψ^ζ),
and this means ψ^ = ψi.
(ϋ)-> (i). If ( f^ = <^i, then for any 1 < j < ςf, 0 < fc < q - 1, and 0 < Z < ^  - 1,
ψijp(τkζl) — ψij(prkρ~l)ψij(p(ζ1)) since ψij is a linear character of K
=
 Vij(τfc)^(p(C'))
= Ψ i j ( τ k ) Φ i ( ζ l ) since < f^ = < i^
= ψn(τ*)ψij(<;1)
— Ψ ΐ j ( τ k ζ l ) since ^ϋ is a linear character of X. Π
Here
φi is σ-fixed ^=$. ^(C) = 0ί(C)
e^* =
 6\ where e is the p
pς
 - 1 th root of 1 in the
complex number field
(p - l)i = 0 (mod p™ - 1)
^ — 1
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Therefore there are p — 1 σ-fixed irreducible Brauer characters of H, and we reset them
φι, ...,φp-ι and remaining pP — I — (p— 1) = pP — p characters are r-fixed but not p-
fixed. Then we also reset them ή
u
,..., 77^,..., ή
n
ι, , ήnp, where n = p?'1 -1 and
ήij = ή?! for 1 < j < p. As 77^ is r-fixed, there are q irreducible Brauer characters
ηij^k of K such that %,&[# = ήij for 1 < k < q. So it is natural to arrange 77^ so
that ηijtk = ηn,kpJ for 1 < j < p by Lemma 3. Therefore we rearrange again 77^
so that 7ifc — ηn,kG is irreducible such that
Ίίk\κ — Ήίi.k + ^2,fc H H ηip,k for 1 < i < n, 1 < k < q.
Lemma 4. The following are equivalent for 1 < i < r.
(i) φij is not r-fixed but φ^ — ψi is p-fixed.
(ii) Neither of φn,..., φiq is r-fixed but they are all p-fixed.
Proof, (ii) —> (i) is clear, (i) —ϊ (ii). Since ψi\H = φn-\ \-ψiq and ψip — ψi,
we have Φh + - — + φ%q = Φn + 4- ψiq. Then as p is of order p, there is at least
one p-fixed φij. We denote it again by φn. Then (Φlι)p — (φpn)r = φ[\ and then
p fixes all φ£ for 0 < k < q - 1. Π
Here
ψi is p — fixed Φ^ Φi(ζ) = Φί(ζ)
e
p9
* = e
z
, since p — σq
(pq - l)i = 0 (mod ^  - 1)
So there are p9 — 1 p-fixed irreducible Brauer characters of H. Among them
p — Icharacters are σ-fixed, then there are pq — 1 — (p — 1) = pq — p characters of
H which are p-fixed but not r-fixed. So there are m = (pq — p)/q irreducible Brauer
characters of K which are p-fixed but ψijS are not r-fixed. We denote again the above
m characters of K by ψι,..., ψ
m
. Thus the following comes from Lemma 4.
Lemma 5. The following are equivalent for 1 < ί <r.
(i) ψij is not r-fixed and φ^ = ψi is not p-fixed.
(ii) ψij is neither r-fixed nor p-fixed.
As is mentioned in section two, there are r irreducible Brauer characters of K
induced by ψij such that ψij is not r-fixed. Therefore there are r—m irreducible Brauer
characters of K neither of which is p-fixed such that ψij is not r-fixed. We denote
again them by ψι,..., φ
r
-m. Here, m = (pq - p ) / q , r-m= (jf* - p? - pq + p)/q.
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We denote the row ψn,..., φiq by φι for 1 < i < p — 1, ^i,..., -0m by t/?,
f?;ι,fc, - , riiP,k by i7t,fc for 1 < i < n, 1 < fc < g, and ψι,..., ψr-m by .^
Lemma 6. Under the above notaion, we rearrange rows and columns ofC(K) in-
dexing by φit..., φp-\,ψ,r}\,\,... ,r/ι,φ... ,ryn,ι,... ,ηn,q,φ. Then we have the Cartan
matrix C(K) as follows.
<pι ... ¥>p_ι
27g ... 7,
: '•• :
Iq ... 27,
tJ
Ί
*
Al
%
tAl
*X
*J^
t/,
J(
BI
3
g*Jl
*h,ι Ήl,q - - Ήrijl - Ήn.q
4, j 4, Λ
-rn . . . 9 ' ' ' •**! * * * <?
3^
52
0
JP
0
... 0 Jp ... 0
... B2 0 ... Jp
0 B2 0
... Jp 0 ... B2
t j f
Ψ
J'<2
qJ*
5
^3
where I
s
 is the unit matrix of degree s, J
s
 is the sxs matrix all of whose entries are 1,
and J[,J^J^J'^ J$ is also the matrix all of whose entries are 1 and the size of it is
(p—l)qxm, (p—l)qx(r—m), mxpqn, mx(r—m), pqnx(r—m), respetively. Ai is the
(p— l)qxp matrix whose ί, 2i,..., (p— l)i th rows are all (1,1,..., 1) for 1 < i < q,
and other rows are all (0,0,..., 0). Furthermore Bi=I
m
 + #J
m
, B^ = Ip + Jp, and
BZ = Ir-m + qJr-m>
Finally we have irreducible Brauer characters of G as follows. Since G>K whose
index is p, and ψij is p-fixed, there exists a unique α^ G IBr(G) such that θίij\κ — ψij
for 1 < i < p— 1, 1 < j < q ([1, Chap.IΠ, Corollary 3.16]). Also since ^  is p-fixed,
there is a unique βi e IBr(G) such that β^
κ
 = ψi for 1 < ί < m. Next, since ηn^
is not p-fixed, we have 7^ = ηn,kG e IBr(G), and ^ ik\κ = ηn^-\ \-ηiP,k for 1 <
i < n, 1 < k < q. Also since ψι is not p-fixed, we have 0ι,..., θr-m e IBr(G) such
P
that θi = ψjG for some j and θi\
κ
 = φjl H h ψjp for some j i , . . . , jp.
Lemma 7. (Ninomiya, Proposition 7 in [10]). Suppose G > K whose index is
p. Let b be a block of FK and B a unique block of FG covering b. Assume the
inertial group TG(b) = G. Let ΪBτ(B) = {01 ?..., 0r, αi , . . . , at} and IBr(ft) =
{011,..., θιp,..., 0Γι,..., 0rp, άi, . . . , άt}, where the inertial group TG(θij) = K for
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1 < i <J, 1 < j < P, flwd TG(άi) = G for 1 < i < t, respectively. Furthermore,
θi\κ = θn-\ h θip forl<i<r, and a^K = άi for 1 < i < t.
We denote the Cartan integer of CB, Cb for example by c(θi,aj),c(θij,άk), respec-
tively. Then we have the following relation between the Cartan integers of CB and
Cb.
_ P P
'θimθik) for 1 < z, ? < r,
k=l
P
k=l
(Ά)c(θi,aj)=^c(θik,aj) for 1 < i < r, 1 < j < t,
k=l
(iiϊ) c(ai, Oίj] = pc(άi, άj) for 1 < i, j < t.
Let OLi be the row an,..., θίiq for 1 < i < p — 1, β be the row /?ι, . . . , /3m, 7i
be the row 7^,...,7^ for 1 < i < n, and θ be the row 0 ι , . . . , θ r - m . We arrange
P
rows and columns of C(G) indexing by αi, ...,αp_ 1,^ ,71, ...,7n,θ. Then we have
the following.
Theorem 8. Under the above notation, the Cartan matrix C(G) of FG is the
following.
Oί\ Qί2 OLp — i
2plq plq
plq 1plq
\
Plq . . .
. . . plq
Plq
plq 2plq
ptJ[
Plq Plq
Plq Plq
'. '.
Plq Plq
Plq
... Plq
Plq
P^2
β
PJ[
BI
P^3
pq 1J'±
7ι
Plq
Plq
Plq
72
Plq
Plq
Plq
7r»
...
 PIq
PIq
...
 PIq
pJs
(p + iK«
Plq
Plq
Plq
(P+l)/<
... plq
" . |
' • • Piq
Pig (P + ί)Ig
P^5
θ
pJ'i
pqJ'i
pJ$
B 2
where I
s
 is the unit matrix of degree s, J[,J'<2, J^ J^ J$ is the (p—l)q x m, (p — l)q x
(r — m)/p, m x nq, m x (r — m)/p,nq x (r — m)/p matrix all of whose entries are
1,respectively. Furthermore, B\ = p/
m
 + pqJm and B<ι = Ir-m +pqj
r
-m, where J
s
P P
is the s x s matrix all of whose entries are 1.
Proof. It is immediate from Lemma 7 by noting that ψi and t/? are p-fixed part,
and r/^fc and φ are not p-fixed part. Π
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4. Relation between fc(G) and p(G)
Let ρ(B) be the Perron-Frobenius eigenvalue of the Cartan matrix CB of a block
B of FG. We raised a conjecture in [14] that if G is p-solvable, then k(B) < p(B).
We shall show the above conjecture is true for our group G = G(ppq). Since G has
only the principal block, we write fc(G), /(G), G(G) and p(G) instead of fc(FG), /(FG),
CFG and p(FG)9 respectively.
As is seen in section three,
T — TΠ
P
Since H is a complete Frobenius group, there is a unique ordinary irreducible character
X of H of degree p?q — 1. As G/H is cyclic of order pq and χ is σ-fixed, χ is
extendible to G ( Chap.IΠ, Theorem 2.14 in [1] or Chaρ.6, (6.17) in [4]) and there are
pq ordinary irreducible characters χι, . . . , χpq of G such that χ^H = χ for 1 < i <
pq.
Let us set R — A(ppq) be the subgroup of G — G(ppq) which is isomoφhic to
an elementary abelian p-group of order ppq. Since K/R is a p'-group, the number of
ordinary irreducible characters in K whose kernel contains R coinsides with l(K). The
group K has (p— l)q p-fixed irreducible Brauer characters ψij in which ψij\n — Ψί f°Γ
1 < j < 9 and <£i is τ-fixed, and furthermore m p-fixed ψι , . . . , ^ m in which φ% = ψi
and ψij is not r-fixed. So they are regarded as the ordinary irreducible characters of K
whose kernel contains R. Since they are p-fixed, the number of ordinary irreducible ex-
tending characters of them to G is p times as large as the number of p-fixed irreducible
Brauer chracters of K. Therefore we have
7 / ^ > \ / \ r — m 0 r — 77ik(G) — pip — l)q + pm + nq H --- \- pq = p q + pm + nq-\ -- .
P P
Let a be the i th row sum of G(G), then Q//(G) < p(G) by Lemma 3.1(2)
ί=ι
in [5]. Now we shall show by a direct calculation that
/(G)
Now,
/(G)fc(G) =
-f
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(r — m)2
V
 '
9 9 /
+ PV(P-1)
Next, we give a table of a block-wise sum of C(G) as follows;
αi ... ctp— i
pq
pqm
pq
pq
pq
Γ — 771
*"* p
PQ
pq
... 2p<?
pqm
pq
pq
pq
r — m
- - - PQ x p
β
pqm
pqm
pqm
pqm2 + pra
pqm
pqm
pqm
ΌQTΠ X r~m
P
7ι
P4
PQ
PQ
pqm
PQ + Q
PQ
PQ
n^n \^ r Ήϊ>PQ p
7n
PQ
PQ
PQ
pqm
PQ
PQ
- PQ + Q
r — 771
. . M x
 p
θ
r— m
P
nn Y r~ rnPQ x p
n^nnm ^ r—m
»χ?
( rtn Y r~rn 1 1 ^  r — m\PQ x
 o
 * -*-/
and a further block-wise sum is the following;
α
/ -t \ 2IP i p q
(p - l)pqm
(p - l)pqn
β
( i ^IP ijpgra
p^ra2 + pm
pqmn
7
/ -i \
pqmn
pqn ~h qn
θ
( nn. 1 \nr\r* ^S r — Ήl
\y Jt^Ί. p
nnm v- r-mjJl^lll A
P
<pqγι x y~m
Thus we have
— pqm
i=l
r — m
P
r — m
2pqmn
- 2p) + p}ra
-2p+l)}n
Lemma 9.
r — m
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Proof. Since m = (pq — p)/q, we have pq = qm + p, and if we set m = pa
for some α, then pq~l = qa 4- 1. So
r-m __ pP<* -pP - p<* +p
p pq
pq
Since
(qa + l)p - 1
we have
since p^- =n + l.
ί(G)
Comparing each term between l(G)k(G) and Y"^ Q, it is easy to see that in
i=l
the m2, the ran, the only ra, and the (r — ra)2/p2 terms are larger than the ones in
1(0}
l(G)k(G). By Lemma 9 the (r — ra)2/p2term in V^ c» is so large that the remaining
(r — ra)2/p2 term, when we subtract l(G)k(G) from ^  Q, covers enough the minus
i=l
in the (r—m)/p term, the n2, the only n and the pq terms. Thus we have the following.
Proposition 10. Let G = G(ppq) for a different prime number qfrom p, C(G) be
the Canon matrix of FG and p(G) be the Perron- Frobenius eigenvalue of C(G). Then
k(G) < p(G).
Theorem A ([14]). Let G be a finite group and B a block of FG. For I = l(B)
we consider a permutation σ on I letters {1,2,..., /}. We set l\t := {1, 2, . . . ,/} — {t}
for 1 <t < I. Then we have
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for any cycle σ of length I and any choice ofl<t<l.
REMARK 11. We can also show Proposition 10 by taking a diagonal line, which
is q columns apart from the main diagonal line, as a cycle of length l(G) and verifying
the inequality in Theorem A. But it is so complicated that we omit it. But Theorem
A does not always work well to show directly that k(B) < p(B). For examle, let
G = DS^EQ and p = 3. Then
C(G) =
I 3 0 1 1 2 \
0 3 1 1 2
1 1 3 0 2
1 1 0 3 2
\ 2 2 2 2 5 /
Here C(G] has 0 entries and the diagonal entry 5 is relatively large comparing the other
non diagonal entries. If we choose 1,1,2,2 as the non diagonal four entries, which is
the best choice, we have 11 as the value in the right hand side of the inequality in
Theorem A. But p(G] is 9 by Proposition 4.3 in [5], since G has a normal defect
group. Another one is G = Fr^i^E^ which is isomorphic to G(23), and its Cartan
matrix is obtained in the next section.
5. The Cartan matrix of G(pq) and G(pp)
We briefly mention about the Cartan matrix of G(pq] and G(pP), where q is a
prime number which is different from p, because we can show it by the same method
as G(ppq).
The group G(pq) is p-closed and its Cartan matrix has 0 entries as follows. Let
σ be a generator of the Galois group of GF(pq) over GF(p) of order q. There are
p — 1 σ-fixed irreducible Brauer characters φ\,..., φp-\ of X(pq). We set the other
pq — p = rq characters by ψij for 1 < i < r, 1 < j < q, where ψij =
φ?ι~ . Then there are (p — l)q irreducible Brauer characters ψij of G(pq) such that
Ψij\x(pi) — ψi f°r 1 < ^ < p — 1, 1 < j < q, and r characters ^ such that
f
Φί\x(p(ί} = φn + "' + Φiq for 1 < ί < r. Next we arrange rows and columns of
C(G(pq)) indexing by y?ι,... ,^p_ι,t/>, where ψi is the row ψn, ...,ψiq and ψ is the
row ^ι, . . . ,</V
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φi ψ2 ••• Vp-l
27, 7, ... Iq
Iq 27q ••. !
: ' - . '•- 7,
Ig ... Ig 2Iq
Λ x(p-l)
•φ
J(p-l)xr
Ir-\-qJr
C(G(pi)) =
where r = (pq — p)/q, I
s
 is the unit matrix of degree s, and J
s
, J
sxt is the s x s, s x t
matrix all of whose entries are 1, respectively.
Since X(pq) is a complete Frobenius group, there is a unique ordinary irreducible
character θ of X(pq) which is σ-fixed. Then G has q more ordinary irreducible char-
acters other than irreducible Brauer characters of G. So in this case we obtain k(G) <
p(G) by direct calculation with the following lemma, because k(G) = pq -f r and
p(G) =
 p
q
, and the equality holds if and only if (p,ςr) = (2,3) or (3,2). We should
note that G(23) ~ Fr21KE8 and G(32) ~
Lemma 12. Let p,q > 2 be different prime numbers. Then pq~l — q2 > 0 except
wte/ι(p,ς[) = (2,3),(2,5)or(3,2).
Proof. Let /(#) — p*"1 — x2 be a real valued function defined on x such that
x > 2, and for a constant integer p > 2. Then /'(x) = (logp^"1 - 2x, /"(z) =
(logp)V-1 - 2, and f"(x) = (logp) V"1- So /'"(a?) > 0 and then /"(x) is
monotonously increasing. Since /"(5) = (logp) V - 2, /"(5) > 0 if p > 2. So
if x > 5, then f"(x) > 0 for any p > 2. Then /'(x) is monotonously increasing for
x > 5 and for any p > 2. Since /'(5) = (logp)p4 - 10, f(5) > 0 if p > 2. Therefore
if x > 5, then f ' ( x ] > 0 for any p > 2. Thus if x > 5, then f ( x ) is monotonously in-
creasing for any p > 2. We have /(5) = p4 - 25 > 0 if p > 3, and /(7) = p6 - 49 > 0
if p > 2. Therefore, if x > 7, then f ( x ) > 0 for any p > 2 and if x > 5, then
f ( x ) > 0 for p > 3. So suppose p = 2. If /(<?) < 0, then q = 3 or 5. Suppose p = 3.
If f ( q ) < 0, then q = 2. D
REMARK 13. If ra is any integer such that (m,p) = 1, then the Cartan matrix of
the group G(prn) has zero entries by our consideration. At least, the part of the trivial
irreducible Brauer character has zero entries.
We have also the Cartan matrix of G(pp) which is of p-length 2, but it has no 0
entries. Let σ be a generator of the Galois group of GF(pp) over GF(p) of order p.
There are p—l σ-fixed irreducible Brauer characters φ\, . . . , φp-ι of X(pp). We set the
other pP — p = rp characters by ψij for 1 < i < r, 1 < j < p, where ψij = φ^ .
Then there are p — 1 irreducible Brauer characters a.i such that a^x^p) = φ^ for
1 < i < P — 1> and r characters ψi such that ψi\χ(pP) = φn H ----- h <^ip for 1 < z < r.
We set by α the row Q I, . . . αp_ι, and by ψ the row ^i? - , Vv Then we arrange
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rows and columns of C(G(pp)) indexing by α and 'φ.
α
C(G(p?)) =
where r = p?'1 — 1, and I
s
 is the unit matrix of degree 5, and J
s
, J
sxt is the s x s, s x t
matrix all of whose entries are 1, respectively. The Cartan matrix C(G(pp)) has already
been obtained in [6] (also see [8], [11]).
In this case, C(G) has no zero entries, and l(G) = p— 1+r, k(G) — p2-hr, and
= p3 - p2 + pr(2p + r - 2) 4- r.
Then we have also l(G)k(G) < ^  c» and therefore fc(G) < p(G) holds.
i=l
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